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IMMIGRATION TO THE GREAT PLAINS, 1865-1914
WAR, POLITICS, TECHNOLOGY, AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

BRUCE GARVER

The advent and vast extent of immigration to
the Great Plains states during the years 1865 to
1914 is perhaps best understood in light of the
new international context that emerged during
the 1860s in the aftermath of six large wars
whose consequences included the enlargement
of civil liberties, an acceleration of economic
growth and technological innovation, the
expansion of world markets, and the advent

of mass immigration to the United States from
east-central and southern Europe. 1 Facilitating
all of these changes was the achievement of
widespread literacy through universal, free,
compulsory, and state-funded elementary education in the United States, Canada, and most
western and northern European countries.
Moreover, the extraordinary transformation
of the Great Plains from a sparsely inhabited
frontier to a region of thriving cities and commercial agriculture took place in the remarkably short time of forty-nine years, during
which Europe and North America enjoyed
unprecedented peace and prosperity. Even as
late as 1945, many Americans were aware that
the entire history of the Great Plains states
had occurred within the living memory of their
most elderly citizens.
In this essay I discuss these and several
broad, related topics in the history of the Great
Plains, emphasizing continental European
immigration facilitated by industrial technology. It is understood, as did Jacob Burckhardt
in defining such essays, that other scholars
who examine the same or similar evidence
may draw somewhat different conclusions. 2 My
perspective is primarily that of a historian of
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modern Europe and of Slavic immigrants to
the United States and to a lesser extent that of
an American who has resided in Nebraska for
thirty-five years. 3
The article will address four main topics
related to mass immigration and the social and
economic transformation of the Great Plains
in the half century following the end of the
American Civil War. The first is the extent to
which this transformation was made possible
by the liberal political order that emerged in
Europe and North America as a consequence
of the six most destructive wars fought between
1854 and 1871. The second considers how the
industrial revolution and labor-saving technology, along with greater political freedom,
facilitated the rapid settlement and economic
transformation of the Great Plains. The third
discusses how more than a million young,
intelligent, and industrious immigrants from
Europe-and smaller numbers from Mexico
and Canada-joined American-born citizens in the establishment of new settlements
throughout the Great Plains states. In these
developments, the experience of Czech,
German, and Italian immigrants will be
emphasized as having been broadly representative of those who came from other continental
European nations. Finally, this article will
examine the extent to which railways-whose
capitalization and economic benefits exceeded
those of all other innovations of the industrial
revolution-conditioned patterns of immigration as well as accelerated urbanization, industrialization, and commercial agriculture on the
Great Plains.
WARS AS PRECONDITIONS FOR SETTLEMENT
OF THE GREAT PLAINS

Facilitating all the above developments were
the liberal political achievements-including
the rule of law, representative government, and
enlarged civil liberties-which were largely
made possible by six costly wars fought between
1854 and 1871: (1) the Crimean War of 1854 to
1856; (2) the war of 1859 in which France and
Piedmont defeated the Austrian Empire and

opened the way to Italian unification; (3) the
American Civil War of 1861 to 1865; (4) the
conflict of 1862 to 1867 in which the Mexicans
expelled their French conquerors and reestablished a republic; (5) the Seven Weeks' War of
1866 in which Prussia and Italy defeated the
Austrian Empire and several smaller German
principalities; and (6) the Franco-German War
of July 1870 to May 1871 in which Prussia and
its German allies under Otto von Bismarck's
leadership defeated France and established an
authoritarian constitutional German Empire
under the Hohenzollern dynasty of Prussia. 4
Moreover, in the midst of losing this war, the
French began to establish a Third Republic
after overthrowing the dictatorial Second
Empire of Napoleon III. All in all, the immediate consequences of these six wars not only
advanced industrialization, urbanization, civil
liberties, and the rule of law in North America
and most parts of Europe but also accelerated
immigration to the United States from southern and eastern Europe. 5
The defeat of Imperial Russia by France,
Britain, and Piedmont-Sardinia in the Crimean
War of 1854-56 had persuaded Czar Alexander
II and his advisors to emancipate all serfs on
March 3, 1861, as the first step toward limited
political and economic reforms that would
lay the groundwork for industrialization and
increased emigration by the turn of the century.
The defeat of the Austrian Empire by France
and Piedmont-Sardinia in the summer of 1859
opened the way to the creation of a united and
liberal Italian monarchy and persuaded the
Habsburgs to transform the Austrian Empire
into a constitutional monarchy whose representative political bodies removed obstacles to
emigration and encouraged industrialization
and state-supported elementary education. The
unification of Italy, whose principal political
architects were Camillo Benso di Cavour and
Giuseppe Garibaldi, had required the military
defeat of the Austrian Empire, the Kingdom of
Naples, and the Papal State in order to establish liberal Piedmontese law and institutions
throughout Italy, to create a national army,
navy, railway network, and postal system, and
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to inaugurate a bonifica agraria-the reclamation of marginal lands for agriculture-and to
begin the conquest of malaria, heretofore the
principal scourge of the Italian people. 6
Prussia's and Italy's defeat of the Austrian
Empire and its German allies in the Seven
Weeks' War of 1866 enabled Italy to annex
the Veneto and obliged the Habsburgs in
1867 to grant internal independence to the
Hungarians in a reconstituted dual monarchy
of Austria-Hungary'? In a fifth contemporaneous war of 1862 to 1867, Mexican patriots
led by Benito Juarez expelled a French army
of occupation and reestablished the Mexican
Republic, whose commerce with and emigration to the United States soon expanded after
1880 in conjunction with the construction of
compatible railway networks on both sides of
the border along the Rio Grande River and
through the Sonoran Desert. 8 The FrancoGerman War of 1870-71 enabled the Prussian
monarchy to take the lead in creating a unified
Second German Empire whose rapid industrialization, authoritarian political structure,
and aggressive foreign policy increasingly
destabilized the European balance of power.
Contemporaneously with these six wars, the
British colonies of North America united
peacefully in 1867 to form a transcontinental
Dominion of Canada, although Canadian
troops were soon obliged to suppress the Red
River Rebellion of the Metis under Louis Riel
in 1869 and 1870 in what then became the
Province of Manitoba. 9 During the same years,
the Meiji Restoration created an authoritarian
constitutional monarchy in Japan and encouraged a rapid industrialization and expansion
of foreign commerce that eventually resulted
in Japan's becoming the second largest trading
partner of the United States. lO
Union victory in the American Civil
War has long been recognized as essential to
making Texas and Kansas into free states and
enabling the Great Plains territories to become
comparable states characterized by representative government, free labor, corporate enterprise, and mass immigration from continental
Europe as well as other parts of North America.
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In defeating the Confederacy, the United
States abolished the economically inefficient
and morally repugnant institution of slavery
in the most destructive war ever fought in the
Western HemisphereJl By fighting bravely to
the bitter end to preserve this ugly institution,
the Confederates hastened its eradication and
their postwar discovery of more profitable and
humane ways to earn a living than by cruelly
exploiting human chattel. Moreover, the victory of the United States also facilitated the
implementation of the Homestead Act of
1862 and the completion on May 10, 1869, at
Promontory Summit, Utah, of the first North
American transcontinental railway along "the
Overland Route" of the Union Pacific and
Central Pacific Railroads,l2
REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT,
INDUSTRIALIZATION, AND TECHNOLOGY
IN THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE GREAT
PLAINS

Because the semiarid Great Plains had a
relatively tiny population before 1866 and was
largely inhospitable to preindustrial agriculture
and transport, its emergence within twentyfive years as a region of prosperous cities, small
towns, and commercial agriculture cannot be
adequately comprehended without reference
to mass immigration and improved industrial technology, especially steam railways,
telegraphy, internal combustion engines, and
electrical power generation and distribution.
One should also remember that until improved
internal combustion engines were developed
for motor vehicles after 1900, horses continued
to haul most freight and passengers over short
distances in all urban and rural areas.u
The industrial revolution, which had begun
in Great Britain at the end of the eighteenth
century and quickly spread to continental Europe, North America, and Australia
promptly produced an unprecedented expansion of manufacturing and agriculture by
introducing new industries based on steam
power, fossil fuels, and machine production,
and financed through a new institution, the
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corporation-a limited-liability joint-stock
company.14 New technologies such as steam
locomotives, steamships, steam-powered farm
machinery, barbed wire, and the Bessemer
and Siemens processes for producing inexpensive steel, facilitated the mechanization of
industry, agriculture, and food processing, and
accelerated the movement of people out of economically backward areas of rural overpopulation-including southern Italy, Ireland, most
of Austria-Hungary, and western Russia-into
areas where new technologies and industries prevailed.1 5 The latter areas initially
included Great Britain, France, Belgium, the
Netherlands, northern Italy, most of Germany,
the American northeast and Middle West, the
Canadian provinces of Ontario and Quebec,
and ultimately the Pacific coast and Great
Plains of the United States and Canada along
with Australia and New Zealand.
By emphasizing the natural environment
and the pioneers who had adapted to it while
transforming it, historians have arguably to
some extent underestimated the extent to which
an international economy and foreign as well
as American values and institutions have conditioned the development of the Great Plains
states. The harsh extremes of a generally inhospitable climate as well as the attractively distinctive-and even somewhat exotic-landscape
of the Great Plains may partially explain why
we historians have sometimes overestimated
the influence of climate and topography upon
that region's economic and social development.
Moreover, as some untoward long-term consequences of this rapid transformation of the
Great Plains by agriculture, mining, railways,
and motor vehicles have become increasingly
evident since 1930, historians have ever more
critically assessed the extensive damage already
done to the natural environment of grasslands
and indigenous flora and fauna as well as to
traditional Native American cultures. Although
the extraordinarily swift and extensive settlement and urbanization of the Great Plains generally brought immense material and cultural
benefits to its citizens, this achievement has
come at a very high price.16

Less often appreciated by American historians is the considerable extent to which
the political reforms flowing from the wars of
mid-nineteenth-century Europe facilitated the
settlement of the Great Plains states and the
growth of a prosperous American economy.
Unlike the slave-owning founders of the
Confederacy, the European defenders of aristocratic prerogatives and authoritarian monarchical government at midcentury chose not to
fight on until their way of life and their armies
were utterly destroyed but instead fairly quickly
made peace to preserve as much of their privileges as possible while conceding to liberal-led
constitutional monarchical governments the
rule of law, state encouragement of industrialization, and enlarged civil liberties. The latter
included the removal of restrictions on emigration, which enabled millions of Poles and
Italians and hundreds of thousands of Czechs,
Slovaks, Serbs, Croats, Ukrainians, Russians,
and Hungarians to leave their homes to seek
greater economic opportunities elsewhereprincipally in the United States but also in
the comparably industrializing areas of France,
Germany, Lower Austria, and Bohemia and in
the newly opened agricultural lands and growing cities of Argentina and Brazil. The process
of peasant emancipation had begun earlier in
the nineteenth century with the abolition of
the manorial system and the last vestiges of
serfdom-including the robota, or forced labor,
of peasants on the lands of their lords-in
Prussia after its defeat by Napoleonic France in
October 1806, in the Austrian Empire after the
outbreak of revolutions in March 1848, and in
Russia on March 3, 1861, as a consequence of
Russia's defeat in the Crimea five years earlier
by the armies of Great Britain, France, and
Piedmont-Sardinia.1?
Before the American Civil War, an enormous
political and cultural difference already existed
between the frontier areas of Mississippi,
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas in contrast
to those north of the Ohio River, in Missouri,
and in the Great Plains from Kansas to the
Canadian border. But this difference cannot
be attributed to topography nor even to the
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American South's slightly higher year-round
humidity and greater warmth. As early as
1831, while traveling westward on the Ohio
River, Alexis de Tocqueville and Gustave de
Beaumont perceived many prosperous Ohio
farms on the north bank in contrast to the
generally shabby farms along the south bank
in Kentucky, a striking contrast that they
perceptively attributed to the deleterious presence of slaveryJ8 Moreover, amidst the forested
frontier of lower Michigan, Tocqueville and
Beaumont came across an isolated log cabin
in which they were greeted by a pioneer whose
newspapers had arrived via stagecoach on a
federal post road. Tocqueville immediately
grasped how literate and industrious citizens
with governmental support had recently and
rapidly penetrated what had heretofore been a
trackless wilderness. 19
Before 1865, continental European immigrants had come primarily from western,
northern, and central Europe to America's
northeastern and midwestern states where free
labor prevailed. Thereafter, until 1914, they
came increasingly from eastern and southern
Europe and settled also in the states of the
Great Plains and the West Coast, as world
markets swiftly expanded during an era of constitutional representative government, rapid
industrialization, and unprecedented peace
and prosperity in Europe and North America
and one in which Europe became "the world's
banker."2o On both sides of the Atlantic, these
accomplishments facilitated nearly a half century of economic growth, rising hourly wages,
and corporate profits, though this was a process
interrupted by depressions in the early 1870s,
in the late 1880s and early 1890s, and in 1907.
Furthermore, this increasing international
prosperity was accelerated by the fact that no
large wars occurred in Europe or the Americas
between 1878 and 1914, even though some
of the short colonial wars during those years
appear in retrospect to have foreshadowed certain aspects of World War 1. 22 In all of European
history, these four decades of widespread peace
and prosperity have been exceeded in length
only by the six-and-a-half decades between the
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end of the World War II and the onset of the
Great Recession of 2007-10. 21
The Great Plains is not markedly differentiated from other steppe regions by its
climate, topography, physical geography, and
soils. Primarily what has continued to differentiate the Great Plains from the steppes of
Kazakhstan, Siberia, and Sinkiang (Xinjiang)
is that Americans and Canadians have since
1865 enjoyed representative governmental
institutions, a market economy, and the rule
of law as well as mass immigration and capital
investment from Great Britain and continental
Europe. 23 This massive influx of immigrants
was accelerated by the simultaneous creation of
international steamship lines and of national
railway networks in Europe and the Americas.
These new and increasingly more efficient
means of transport not only moved people
and goods worldwide at unprecedentedly
high speeds and lower costs, but railroads also
became one the largest employers and consumers of industrial products and raw materials in
every country undergoing rapid industrialization and urbanization.
The rapid transformation of the Great
Plains after 1865 by commercial agriculture
and inexpensive railway transport accelerated
at least three more developments with international repercussions. The first was a worsening
agricultural depression in Europe during the
late 1880s. Despite protective tariffs, European
farmers proved less and less capable of producing and transporting grain to domestic
markets at prices competitive with American,
Canadian, and Argentinian grain planted and
harvested by machinery and transported by
rail and steamships to European markets. The
consequent onset of agricultural depression
further stimulated European emigration to the
Americas from such agriculturally overpopulated European regions as Ireland, southern
Italy, Galicia, southern and southeastern
Bohemia, southwestern Norway, and northern Hungary (today's Slovakia). Secondly,
European immigrants in the Upper Midwest
and Great Plains adjusted, as did Americanborn farmers and small businessmen, to rapidly
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changing economic and social conditions,
even though many of these immigrants had
initially intended to perpetuate what they
deemed to be desirable features of traditional
European rural life and religions in what would
become their New World homes. 24 Finally, a
similar though less extensive agricultural crisis
occurred in the United States as farmers in
New England and upstate New York found
it increasingly difficult to compete in urban
northeastern markets with grain carried by rail
from the mechanized farms of the Midwest and
Great Plains. Consequently, these northeastern American farmers organized the Grange
(the Patrons of Husbandry) in order to agitate
for governmental regulation of railroad rates
designed to prevent alleged discrimination in
favor of the long haul as opposed to the short
haul. The railroads claimed that this difference
in rates was both desirable and fair given the
identical costs of loading and unloading freight
cars regardless of the distance such cars would
travel. 25
When viewed from a world historical
perspective, the history of the United States
generally and of the Great Plains in particular seldom reflects popular notions of
American exceptionalism sometimes evident
in American political discourse and less
often in scholarly publications about history
or "American studies.,,26 Frederick Jackson
Turner's poetic portrayal of The Influence of
the Frontier in American History, so perspicaciously and critically evaluated as early as
1940 by George Wilson Pierson, no longer
greatly influences the writing of history of the
American West. 27 The history of my hometown of Worthington, Ohio, provides one of
the many exceptions to Turner's distinct phases
in American westward expansion wherein
trappers were followed in succession by farmers, miners, and the founders of cities. Instead,
the settlement of Worthington occurred all at
once in 1803 by the migration of thirty-eight
families from North Granby, Connecticutincluding an Episcopal congregation, farmers,
factory workers, public schoolteachers, and two
innkeepers.28

Complementary to Frederick Jackson Turner's
thesis were the equally geographically deterministic views of Walter Prescott Webb and
Ray Billington. The former eloquently emphasized how aridity-and unpredictably severe
weather-conditioned agriculture west of the
hundredth meridian, and the latter somewhat
exaggerated the extent to which river systems
determined the flow of trade as well as the location and growth of cities. 29 Moreover, Webb
and other distinguished historians, including
Bernard DeVoto, J. Frank Dobie, and Joseph
Kinsey Howard, strongly stressed the degree
to which the inhabitants and resources of the
trans-Missouri West were exploited very much
like those of a colony by northeastern and
midwestern American corporations and commercial banks.3o Addison E. Sheldon, superintendent of the Nebraska State Historical
Society from 1917 to 1943, and Everett Dick,
author of The Sod-House Frontier, 1854-1890:
A Social History of the Northern Plains, celebrated pioneering settlers in the Great Plains
with some emphasis on community development, anecdotal evidence, local color, and
individual achievements and shortcomings. 3!
Howard Lamar has properly given more
emphasis to the great extent to which the federal government helped to make possible settlement and the establishment of representative
government in the territories and states of the
trans-Missouri West. 32
The Great Plains past and present is the
subject of deservedly popular fictional works,
whose authors typically give precedence to
the thoughts and actions of individual characters, including those afflicted by troubles
of their own making as well as those whose
lives have been shattered by a hostile environment, economic crises, or political events. In
this regard, fiction often provides a desirable
antidote and alternative perspective to histories colored by American triumphalism or
exceptionalism, at least to the extent of obliging historians to evaluate more critically those
institutions whose policies and development
have affected the lives of ordinary people.33
However effectively literature may facilitate
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historical understanding, particularly of the
influence of historical and institutional forces
upon individuals, including those most vulnerable to economic crises, literature is generally
less effective than history in portraying the
development of institutions, laws, businesses,
domestic politics, and foreign policy. Moreover,
one must avoid the temptation to interpret history primarily through literature and film so
as not to base one's evaluation of society and
politics largely upon the personalities, conversations, and motives of attractively delineated
and extraordinarily memorable fictional characters.
Whether in histories, fiction, film, or
politics, uncritical American celebrations of
ostensibly self-made men typically reveal a disinclination to express gratitude for the positive
influence of families, communities, schools,
churches, and civic organizations in developing
an individual's knowledge, character, compassion, and other qualities likely to facilitate success in life. Nonetheless, an equally pervasive
American propensity to make generous and
sometimes belated bequests to universities,
churches, and charities often reflects a recognition of personal indebtedness and gratitude to
these and other institutions.
Notions of rugged individualism are equally
evident in the Czech-language memoirs and
German-language letters of individual immigrants who have reported that their greatest
adventure was achieving professional or business success or having wrested from farmland a
livelihood for themselves and their families. 34
Czech-language memoirs regularly appeared in
periodicals such as the Hospodar (The Farmer),
published in Omaha, and in almanacs and
calendars such as Amerikan (The American)
and Narod (The Nation).35 These memoirs
were comparable in many respects to those
published in English-language newspapers
or in histories of particular cities, counties,
and states. Such histories were often sold
by subscription and usually contained short
biographies of individual community leaders,
businesses, churches, and civic associations. 36
More nuanced published memoirs have cred-
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ited individual achievement in part to the
mutually beneficial endeavors of colleagues,
employees, or members of ethnic or religious
organizations. Noteworthy in this regard were
the publications of the historian, banker, and
publicist Tomas Capek (1861-1950), including

Moje Amerika: Vzpominky a uvahy (1861-1934),
and Povidka meho zivota, the autobiography of
Frantisek J. Vlcek, entrepreneur industrialist
and founder of the Vlchek Tool Company in
Cleveland, Ohio. 37 In these memoirs, as in
those of German, Italian, and other immigrants, one discerns no references to differences within any immigrant group that in
any way correspond to the U.S. geographical
regions in which individuals from that group
chose to reside. Such differences that did
obtain among immigrants of one nationality
appear instead to have corresponded primarily
to their religion, occupations, or social class, or
else to regional linguistic and political differences within their European mother country.
Omnipresent in facilitating the settlement
and urbanization of the Great Plains was
a mutually beneficial partnership between
government, corporate enterprise, and small
businesses-be they agricultural or mercantile-whose positive contributions to later
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
population growth, economic prosperity, and
political stability are unintelligible without reference to each other. However often the owners
of small businesses have given precedence to
their own interests, they have nonetheless also
helped to create local employment, boost local
communities, support law enforcement and
public education, and otherwise promote local
prosperity. Individual and community selfinterest have thus usually coincided with and
reinforced one another. 38
Well understood and delineated by American historians has been the success of the
federal government in deploying armies to
drive Indians onto reservations, in undertaking
scientific exploration, and in subsidizing both
the construction of transport infrastructure
and the distribution of inexpensive farmland
through the Homestead Act of 1862 or by
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other means. 39 On the other hand, historians
have occasionally underestimated the extent
to which governmental institutions, public
schools, and technology have continued to
contribute to the growth and prosperity of the
Great Plains states.40
In the Great Plains, the majority of pioneering settlers-whom many economists of
the early twenty-first century would define as
"human capital"-arrived as ambitious, intelligent, and fully literate young adults, who
were usually also married, in the best of health,
and approaching the prime of life. These settlers promptly introduced representative governmental institutions to the territories and
states of the Great Plains-institutions that
had originated in Britain or in British colonies
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and that were still being improved through
daily practice and occasional reform by citizens
of the states of the Northeast and the Midwest.
These pioneering settlers included not only
American citizens but also Canadian, British,
and continental European immigrants, most
of whom arrived with some fiscal assets as well
as personal ambition, self-confidence, and a
capacity for hard work. To a large degree, their
character had already been formed, just as
their knowledge had been acquired, elsewhere.
Consequently, none of the newly established
rural and urban comtnunities in the Great
Plains had been obliged to pay for the education or raising of most of their energetic and
intelligent "readymade" citizens, most of whom
were also well acquainted with the rule of law
and with local and provincial self-governmental institutions such as those established in
Prussia by the Municipal Law of 1808 and in
the Austrian Empire by the legislation of 1862
authorizing samosprava (self-governtnent).41
Moreover, because many foreign-born as well
as American-born citizens of the Great Plains
appreciated the utility of the liberal arts and
sciences, they were initially generous in providing funds for the establishment of public
elementary, secondary, and higher education:
Much of the knowledge, skills, and civic
engagement of these pioneering settlers may be

attributed to the fact that many of the nativeborn Americans among them had already
obtained a public elementary education and
a religious upbringing in states north of the
Mason-Dixon Line and the Ohio River.42 A
majority of continental European immigrants
also arrived in the Great Plains after having
achieved literacy and having learned many of
the skills desired hy American employers. The
Prussian School Law of 1818 created Europe's
first national system of universal, free, compulsory, and state-supported public elementary
education. Its immediate success in diminishing illiteracy and in raising the competence of
army recruits and industrial workers soon led to
its emulation by monarchical governments in
almost all other German-speaking principalities.43 Comparable were the Czech-language
public elementary schools authorized by the
school law of 1869 as well as the improved
French primary schools established by the Jules
Ferry Law of 1886.44 Because literacy in one
language has usually facilitated the learning of
another, an elementary education and knowledge of agricultural and industrial technology
readily enabled Czech, Dutch, German, and
Scandinavian immigrants, among others,
to obtain employment in America as skilled
laborers or, given sufficient capital, to become
self-employed farmers or merchants. 45 One
should not underestimate the extent to which
the positive contribution of these immigrants
to community prosperity was facilitated by
their having come from countries with mass
literacy, self-governmental institutions, civic
associations, and technologically advanced
agriculture and industry.46
The effeCtiveness of public elementary
schools in facilitating agricultural improvement
and industrial expansion in the United States
and in western, central, and northern Europe
may be better appreciated if one contrasts these
schools to their less well funded and managed counterparts in Italy, in the Hungarian
half of Austria-Hungary, and in the Russian
Empire. By 1897, illiteracy still prevailed among
Russia's more than 100 million inhabitants, of
whom no more than 104;321 were university
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graduates and among whom only 6,360 were
women. 47 Although the recently united Italian
monarchy had promptly created an effective
national railway network and postal and telegraph system, it did not give the same priority
or funding to the establishment of universal,
free, compulsory, and state-supported elementary and secondary schools. 48 Nevertheless,
immigrants to the United States from eastern
and southern Europe, as well as from Mexico,
were on average as intelligent and industrious as their generally better educated western
and northern European contemporaries, and
most of them readily obtained employment as
unskilled laborers in manufacturing, mining,
and farming.
CZECH, GERMAN, AND ITALIAN
IMMIGRATION TO THE GREAT PLAINS

Immigration has long been understood in
part as a selective process by which emigrants
from every country usually demonstrated
greater willingness than their sedentary neighbors to take immediate risks in the interests
of long-term gain. In leaving their ancestral
communities in order to seek a better life
for themselves and their families in the New
World, they perceived the United States to
be a land of almost unlimited opportunity for
farmers, industrial workers, and entrepreneurs.
Nonetheless, by choosing to reside, insofar
as possible, among other immigrants from
their own European homeland, and especially
among those of like religion or from the same
community, they sought to preserve as much
as possible of their traditional way of life
and maternal language while encouraging
their children to learn English and acquire
American citizenship. Among every immigrant
group, loyalty to one's adopted country, the
United States, almost always took precedence
over any residual loyalty to one's ancestral
homeland, especially after one's children had
established their own families in America.
Typically neither the wealthiest nor the
poorest Europeans emigrated to the Americas.
Those most likely to depart were farmers who
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owned six to ten hectares of land, an amount
insufficient to support a family but whose
sale would pay for transportation to the New
World as well as provide some capital to invest
in a farm or small business. Many of these
immigrants were the second or third sons of
families whose eldest sons expected to inherit
most of the family property. Moreover, among
this large group of young Europeans, the more
ambitious, intelligent, and adventurous were
those most likely to emigrate. Evidence also
indicates that these European immigrants
were also among their peers the least willing to
defer to authoritarian political traditions or to
privileges conferred by wealth, birth, or social
status.
To help illustrate how the remarkable
economic and political transformation of
European and American society facilitated
immigration to the United States generally
and to the Great Plains in particular, I survey
the settlement and acculturation of Czech,
German, and Italian immigrants in the Great
Plains from 1865 to 1914.49 These immigrants
are not only those whose history and ancestral
homelands are best known to me but are also in
most respects comparable in their similarities
and differences to other European immigrants
in the Americas during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries. 50
By 1914, Germans, Slavs, and Italians,
respectively, constituted the three most numerous groups of continental European immigrants in the United States. Germans became
the largest of all immigrant groups in the Great
Plains and midwestern states in urban as well as
rural areas, whereas Slavs and Italians resided
primarily in cities and towns, especially in the
larger metropolitan areas along the Great Lakes
and in New England, New York, Pennsylvania,
and New Jersey.51 Americans of Czech origin
were the largest Slavic-speaking immigrant
group in the Great Plains states from Texas to
North Dakota but were outnumbered nationwide by citizens of Polish, Ukrainian, Russian,
and Slovak ancestry. 52
Today, most Czech Americans are descendants of immigrants who came to the United
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States from Bohemia, Moravia, and Austrian
Silesia between 1865 and 1914. At least a third
of these immigrants settled in metropolitan
Chicago and Cleveland while nearly a quarter
of all Czech immigrants settled in the Great
Plains states to which they were attracted by
affordable agricultural land, greater political
and religious freedom, and attractive commercial opportunities. Just as the history of
these states cannot be comprehended without
reference to the rest of the nation, neither can
their economy be understood apart from that
of the Upper Midwest and especially Chicago,
as William Cronon has so thoroughly demonstrated in his imaginative and well-documented study of Nature's Metropolis: Chicago
and the Great West. 53
Illinois has always held first place in the
number of citizens of Czech ancestry, thanks
to metropolitan Chicago in which nearly one
in every four Czech immigrants chose to reside.
Ever since 1890, Nebraska has been the state
with the greatest percentage of citizens of Czech
ancestry as well as one of five states-including Illinois, New York, Ohio, and Texas-with
the largest number of such citizens. Omaha
continues to rank fourth among American
metropolitan areas with the largest number
of Czech American citizens after Chicago,
Cleveland, and New York, and ahead of Cedar
Rapids, the Twin Cities, St. Louis, Baltimore,
and Los Angeles. Up to 1914, most Czech
immigrants settled in those parts of the United
States in which millions of German and tens
of thousands of Scandinavian immigrants were
already present. This should occasion no surprise given that all these groups enjoyed a high
rate of literacy and comparable financial assets.
Also, many Czech Americans spoke German
as a second language and were somewhat more
likely to intermarry with German Americans
than with any other non-Czech ethnic group.
In the Great Plains states and in nearby rural
Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, Czechs usually settled together in small towns or in rural
townships in which they sometimes comprised
a majority of the inhabitants. Like all European
immigrants, they usually chose to live and work

among people who spoke their mother tongue
and who often had arrived from the same or a
nearby village.
My research on Czech, German, and Italian
immigrants found little to differentiate the
experience of each of these groups in the Great
Plains from what each experienced in other
parts of the United States, aside from the
greater difficulties these immigrants encountered in learning how to prosper as farmers in
a semiarid climate in which rainfall was highly
unpredictable. One exception to this rule was
the fact that Czech immigrants who settled in
the Great Plains were more likely than their
counterparts elsewhere in the United States
to have emigrated from rural as opposed to
urban areas of Bohemia and Moravia. The
only other exception was the fact that Czech
American Protestants became proportionately
more numerous in Texas and North Dakota
than in any other states. 54 But in each of
these two instances, what differentiated Czech
Americans in the Great Plains had nothing
to do with the region's distinctive topography or climate. 55 That German immigrants
in the Great Plains were more likely than
those elsewhere in the United States to be
Lutherans or Mennonites is due primarily to
two circumstances in Europe during the last
three decades of the nineteenth century, when
mass immigration to the Great Plains was at its
height. Agricultural depression and agrarian
overpopulation in the predominantly Lutheran
northern and eastern parts of Prussia persuaded
greater numbers and a higher percentage of
Germans to emigrate from those areas than
from other parts of Germany. Furthermore, the
exodus from Russia to North America of more
than 250,000 German Russians, a majority
of whom were Protestants, began upon their
having been subjected to conscription into
the Imperial Army in accordance with Dmitrii
Miliutin's military reforms of 1874.56
During the latter nineteenth century
and most of the twentieth century, German
Americans constituted the largest ethnic
group in the United States so long as one separately distinguished Americans of English,
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Welsh, Scots, and Scots-Irish descent among
those whose country of origin was Great
Britain. Moreover, in the Midwest and Great
Plains, German Americans outnumbered all
Americans of British ancestry. Of all immigrants, Germans were the most differentiated by religion, social class, politics, dialect,
and homeland region, thus always making
it difficult to assert broad generalizations
about German Americans as a whole. 57 More
than half of all German immigrants to the
United States had been members of various
state Lutheran churches. At least one third
were Catholics, and the rest were divided
among Calvinist, Methodist, Anabaptist,
and Jewish congregations whose size corresponded to the order in which they are here
listed. Acculturation generally occurred fairly
rapidly among German immigrants, but this
process appears to have taken place somewhat
more quickly in families where one spouse was
Anglo-American or in families of German
Methodists or Calvinists as opposed to families of German Lutherans or Catholics.
Although Italian immigrants were differentiated comparably to Germans according
to social class, dialect, and homeland region,
almost every Italian was a Catholic. In the
Great Plains, as elsewhere in the United States,
the majority of Italian immigrants came from
Sicily and the other southern Italian provinces of Calabria, Campania, Puglia, and the
Abruzzo, all of which were characterized in
the later nineteenth century by agricultural
overpopulation and fairly low rates of literacy. 58
Like other immigrants, Italians typically chose
whenever possible to dwell among friends or
relatives who had come from the same Old
World neighborhoods, though rarely in any
American city did a majority of Italian immigrants come from the same place in Italy. One
notable exception was Omaha's Little Italy,
where nearly three-fifths of its residents came
from the town of Carlentini in eastern Sicily.59
Jewish immigrants usually associated with
their co-religionists in synagogues or in secular Jewish communities, regardless of mother
tongue, rather than by identifying primarily
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with the dominant immigrant ethnic group
from the European country or province of
their birth. This practice appears to have
facilitated Jewish acculturation in the United
States as well as having encouraged friendship
and cooperation among Jewish immigrants
regardless of their country of origin or their
denominational preference, be it Conservative,
Orthodox, or Reformed. Noteworthy is the fact
that in Czech immigrant communities, Czech
Jews were more likely than Czech freethinkers
or Catholics to establish English-language as
opposed to Czech-language newspapers. An
outstanding example is Edward Rosewater, a
Czech Jewish immigrant who founded in 1871
the Pokrok zapadu (Progress of the West), the
first Czech-language newspaper west of the
Missouri River. Within several years he sold
this paper to one of his employees, the freethinking Jan Rosicky, in order to establish
the Omaha Bee as a mass circulation daily and
advocate for the Republican Party. Rosicky
promptly founded other Czech periodicals,
including the Hospodar (The Farmer) in 1890,
which soon became the most circulated Czechlanguage agricultural weekly in the world and
helped to acquaint Czech immigrants with
all they needed to know in order to compete
successfully as farmers in the Midwest and
Great Plains, where climate and soils usually
differed markedly from those in Bohemia and
Moravia. 60
Churches of all denominations, as well as
synagogues representing different varieties of
Judaism, were quickly established in the Great
Plains by the first settlers to arrive from abroad or
from other parts of the United States, often with
financial support from American denominations
or from churches overseas. 61 Noteworthy among
the many such denominations were German
Methodism, German Congregationalism, and
Czech Presbyterianism. German Methodism
was founded in the Midwest by Wilhelm Nast
in 1835 to convert fellow German immigrants
to Methodism. He obtained financial support
from the Gamble family of Cincinnati's Procter
and Gamble Company after his daughter,
Fanny, married William Gamble, the son of
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FIG. 2: This reverse painted glass assertion of
religious piety states in German that "1 and my family
shall serve the Lord" - "Ich und mein Haus wollen
dem Herrn dienen," c. 1875-1885.
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FIG. 1: The Yukon Mill & Grain Co. of Yukon,
OK, appeared in an advertisement from Hospodat
(Vol. 26 , No . 1, page 109) illustrating how modern
technology lowers the cost and accelerates the speed of
food production and distribution . All figures from the
author's collection.

James N. Gamble. Fanny Nast Gamble's subsequent philanthropical generosity to German
Methodism's educational and charitable work
facilitated that denomination's establishment of
740 congregations by 1915 to serve more than
60,000 members in all areas where German
immigrants had settled in large numbers, primarily in the Middle Atlantic, Middle Western,
and Great Plains states.62 Meanwhile, the much
smaller organization of German Congregational
churches had organized German-language congregations in the states of the Old Northwest
and in the northern Great Plains with the support of a denomination whose congregations
then primarily served native or transplanted
New Englanders. 63 Czech Presbyterianism was

established in the late 1880s by Vincenc Pisek
with financial support from the Vanderbilt family
and other wealthy patrons in order to win converts among freethinking Czech immigrants who
preferred not to associate with any church. 64
The foreign-language parishes of American
Catholicism numbered in the thousands by
the latter nineteenth century and were led
by priests who spoke the appropriate foreign
languages in addition to conducting Mass in
Latin.65 For example, in Omaha, Catholics
founded the Czech-language Saint Wenceslaus
(Svaty Vaclav) parish in 1877, the Germanlanguage St. Joseph's parish in 1886, and the ·
Italian-language St. Francis Cabrini parish
(originally St. Philomena's) shortly thereafter.
Foreign-language Protestant services were conducted in German at the Kountze Memorial
Lutheran Church and other congregations
and in Czech at the Bethlehem Presbyterian
Church. Before and after the turn of the century, Catholic priests, Protestant pastors, and
Jewish rabbis assumed positions of national as
well as community leadership as, for example,
did the Reverend Jan Vranek of Omaha's Saint
Wenceslaus parish and Rabbi Dr. Frederick
Cohn of Omaha's Temple Israe1. 66
Czech immigrants to the United States from
1865 to 1914 were unusual i n two respects.
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First, they exerted extraordinary efforts to try
to perpetuate the use their native language
primarily because having done so in Europe
had been the principal means by which they
had maintained their national identity after
the Habsburgs had obliterated Czech political
autonomy and Protestant and Hussite congregations during the Thirty Years' War of 1618
to 1648. Second, by 1900, Czech Americans
became the only European immigrants among
whom a majority initially chose not affiliate
with any organized religion. Calling themselves freethinkers (svobodomyslne Cesi),
they established gymnastic, educational, and
service associations, most notably the Sokol
Organization, as well as a variety of fraternal
and benevolent societies, like the CzechoSlavonic Benevolent Society (CSPS, or CeskoSlovansky Podporujfcf Spolek), the Western
Bohemian Fraternal Association (ZCB], or
Zapadnf Ceska Bratrska ]ednota), the Unity
of Czech Women OCD, or ]ednota Ceskych
Dam), and the Slavic Benevolent Order of
the State of Texas (SP]ST, or Slovanska
Podporujfcf ]ednota Statu Texasu). These
institutions served many of the same needs as
churches by encouraging fellowship and community service as well as self-improvement in
knowledge and physical fitness. Nevertheless,
an extraordin~rily great emphasis upon personal responsibility for individual achievement
sometimes worked against social or community
solidarity and may have contributed to the
relatively high rate of suicide among freethinking as opposed to religious Czech immigrants. 67
Both world wars accelerated the acculturation of American immigrants and their
children, as millions of them demonstrated
their loyalty to their adopted country by
serving in the armed forces of the United
States. 68 Well before American entry into
World War I, American sentiment was primarily pro-Allied as is illustrated by the presence
of immigrants as well as native-born citizens
among the more than 41,000 Americans who
joined the Canadian Expeditionary Force
before April 1917 in order to fight against
Germany.69 Even many of the Americans
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FIG. 3: Plate commemorating the Czech National
Bazaar of Freedom in Omaha in September 1918.

who wished their country to remain at peace
continued to advocate loans and material aid
to the Allies as the best means to diminish
the likelihood that the United States would
be obliged to defend its national interests by
declaring war on Germany'?o Moreover, moSt
Italian Americans welcomed U.S. support for
Italy as one of the principal Allied powers,
and after the war, the residents of Omaha's
Little Italy joined their friends and relatives in
Carlentini, Sicily, in building that town's large
war memorial. 71 American Czechs and Slovaks
enthusiastically supported their adopted country as well as the wartime revolutionary movement to create an independent Czechoslovak
Republic.72 Nonetheless, to a great extent the
"isolationism" prevalent in the Midwest and
Great Plains before American entry into each
of the world wars was a phenomenon primarily
reflecting a desire by many German Americans
not to have the Unite4 States go to war against
Germany and by many Irish Americans not
to have the U .S . militarily support Great
Britain,?3 But upon American entry into each
world war, the vast m:ajority ofcitizens in these
and other ethnic groups did their best to help
achieve Allied victory and the postwar reconstruction of Europe.
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ThE EFFECT OF RAILWAYS ON
IMMIGRATION AND ON URBANIZATION,
INDUSTRIALIZATION, AND COMMERCIAL
AGRICULTURE

From 1865 onward, railway and steamship
!=ompanies on bqth sides of the Atlantic carried
immigrants as well as European manufactured
goods to the United States and on return trips
carried agricultural produce, minerals, andincreasingly-manufactured goods to markets
in Europe, Canada, and Mexico, thus tying the
Great Plains states at the time of their establishment to a burgeoning and swiftly expanding
world economy.74 No technological innovation
more profoundly determined patterns of urban
and rural settlement in the Great Plains states
fr~m North Dakota to Texas than did railways.
Their operations made possible the creation
of an integrated and ever more prosperous
national economy, four standard time zones,
and nationwide postal and telegraph systems,
while facilitating the nationwide distribution
of such goods as barbed wire, steam-powered
excavating and farm machinery, and centrally
processed meat, lumber, and grain.75 The rapid
construction as well as the economic success
of American railways owed much not only to
American workers and managers but also to
an enormous investment of foreign, especially
British and Dutch, capital and the employment of immigrant laborers, including Irish,
Chinese, Mexicans, and Italians. 76 Moreover,
the construction and operation of railways
constituted the greatest adventure in the
lives of many employees, be they managers,
mechanical engineers, conductors, telegraphers, stationmasters, or locomotive engineers
and firemen. Just as railroads became America's
"first big business" by the middle of the nineteenth century, so did railway workers create
and build the first nationwide craft unions
in the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers
and the Brotherhood of Locomotive FiremenJ7
Furthermore, Americans of that era began to
view with concern as well as admiration the
power of railroad corporations to influence
national, state, and local businesses and politics,

FIG. 4: Brakeman's lantern from the Burlington
and Missouri River Railroad in Nebraska marked
"B&MRRR in Neb" on both the lid of the lantern and
in the mould-blown globe. Patent date, 1878.

as implied in such frequently used expressions as
"to railroad a man" or "to railroad a bill."
Railroads not only shattered time and distance and transformed the physical landscape,
they also established what remain to this day
the principal routes of commerce and patterns
of rural and urban settlement in the Great
Plains states, where federal highways in the
early twentieth century and interstate highways after midcentury have usually paralleled
the principal east-to-west and north-to-south
railway trunk lines. Moreover, the location of
most cities and towns between the Missouri
River and the Rocky Mountains was determined either by that of the transcontinental
railway trunk lines or by their connecting
branch lines. 78 Whereas the former lines had
been constructed primarily to carry through
traffic, the latter had been built to feed traffic
to them, including outgoing agricultural pro-
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duce, minerals, and processed food and incoming heavy machinery, furniture, and other
manufactured items,79 Great national railway
centers emerged on the Great Plains after 1865:
Houston became the largest such center in
Texas ahead of Dallas, Fort Worth, and El Paso.
Denver, "the queen city of the plains," served
as the gateway to the mineral and agricultural
wealth of the Rockies. Kansas City, Missouri,
became a principal center for railways to the
south-central Great Plains. The great Overland
Route began at Omaha and Council Bluffs, and
the Twin Cities served as the eastern termini of
the first two northern transcontinental lines;
smaller centers of regional importance arose
in Amarillo, Lubbock, Oklahoma City, Tulsa,
Pueblo, Fort Scott, Parsons, Salina, Topeka,
Wichita, Lincoln, Grand Island, Hastings,
Aberdeen, and Fargo. 8o
By the turn of the twentieth century, everincreasing capital investment and technological improvements to railways-including
interlocking signals, continuous air-braking,
and cast-integral frames-had steadily reduced
the absolute as well as the inflation-adjusted
cost of carrying freight and passengers. 81
Furthermore, in conjunction with European
railways and international steamship lines,
American and Canadian railroads helped
make possible the most extensive and rapid
mass migration of human beings in all of world
history. For example, one could purchase a
single ticket to travel swiftly from Bologna or
any other Italian city directly to Omaha via
the ports of Naples and New York, or one could
travel from Prague in Bohemia by way of the
ports of Hamburg and New York directly to
such Czech American communities as Prague,
Nebraska, Prague, Oklahoma, or New Prague,
Minnesota.
Patterns of immigrant settlement in the
Great Plains were frequently determined by
the location of railways. For example, most
Czech immigrants arrived in Nebraska and
Texas and other Great Plains states too late
to obtain farmland under the generous terms
of the Homestead Act of 1862. But they came
just in time to purchase slightly more expensive
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land along the main lines or branch lines of
the transcontinental railroads and the "greater
grangers."82 Several scholarly monographs have
shown exactly how these railway companies
recruited European immigrants by offering
to sell them inexpensive land along recently
constructed railroad routes. Among these
railroads, the Chicago and North Western
attracted thousands of Czechs to its "full hand"
of branch lines through eastern Nebraska and
southeastern South Dakota, including the line
from Fremont through Linwood and Morse
Bluff to Seward and Hastings, and the line
from Norfolk through Verdigre, Nebraska, to
Winner, South Dakota. Italian immigrants
who typically arrived with little capital found
work in the Great Plains principally in railway
construction and maintenance, in mining
in such places as Louisville and Lafayette,
Colorado, and in industries in large cities
including St. Paul, Omaha, Kansas City, and
Denver.
In almost every facet of immigrant life,
the railway was omnipresent. For example,
Omaha's having become the second largest Czech-language publishing center in the
United States was facilitated by its status as
the seventh or eighth largest American railway center. The National Printing Company
(Narodnf tiskarna) of Omaha not only published Omaha's daily, weekly, and monthly
Czech-language secular periodicals for statewide or national distribution, it also printed
and distributed by rail almost all the weekly
or monthly Czech-language newspapers that
bore the names of smaller towns in Nebraska,
Kansas, or South Dakota. Not surprisingly,
railroads attracted customers and enthusiasts
among native-born Americans generally, as
well as immigrants and visitors from Europe,
including such famous Czechs as the classical
composer Antonfn Dvorak and the future
president-liberator of Czechoslovakia, T. G.
Masaryk. During the first six decades of the
twentieth century, Italian American engineers
managed the design and production of toy
trains by the Lionel Corporation while Italian
American immigrants predominated not only
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FIG. 5: Illustration of the Omaha printing plant of the Ntirodnf Tisktirna (National Printing Co.), the second
largest Czech-language publisher in the United States.

among that firm's factory workers in Irvington,
New Jersey, but also among those of the A. C.
Gilbert Co. of New Haven, Connecticut-the
manufacturer of American Flyer Trains from
1938 to 1967. Furthermore, during the years
1922 to 1937, the dies for Lionel toy trains were
designed and manufactured by the Societa
Meccanica La Precisa in Naples, Italy.83
Texas is one of many states whose modern
history is virtually unintelligible without reference to the many ways that railways facilitated
its settlement, growth, and prosperity. The history of railroads in the southern Great Plains
began with the Texas Legislature's having in
December 1836 chartered the Texas Railroad,
Navigation and Banking Company. Moreover,
no state has a richer, more analytical, or better
documented railway history than does Texas,
appropriately enough for this state whose railway mileage has since 1880 far exceeded that
of any other. 84 S. J. Reed's A History of Texas
Railroads and of Transportation Conditions
under Spain and Mexico and the Republic and
the State is still renowned as the most comprehensive scholarly history of railways in a single
American state. 85 James Lewellyn Allhands's
(1879-1978) classic publications are both per-

sonal memoirs and thoughtful histories based
primarily upon his more than three decades of
experience in the building and management of
Texas railroads, notably the San Antonio and
Aransas Pass Railway and those that came to
comprise the St. Louis Brownsville and Mexico
Railroad and subsequently the Gulf Coast
Lines. His Gringo Builders and Uriah Lott:
Dauntless Pioneer and Man of Vision are among
the best informed of the histories of railway
construction anywhere in the United States,
given the author's clarity of exposition and his
skill in illuminating quantitative evidence with
clever and appropriate anecdotes. 86 Both books
are also noteworthy in revealing not only the
international context in which Texas railroads
were designed, built, and operated but also in
portraying explicitly and sympathetically the
work of Mexican American as well as AngloAmerican railway employees.
Another one of the ablest and most articulate railway builders in the Great Plains was
General Grenville Dodge, who surveyed and
supervised the construction of the transcontinental Overland Route of the Union Pacific
Railway (1863-69) between Council Bluffs and
Promontory Summit, Utah, as well as most of
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the 972-mile main line of the Texas and Pacific
Railway from Texarkana through Dallas, Fort
Worth, and Midland to EI Paso (1873-81),
and portions of other western railroads. 87
Other outstanding railway entrepreneurs in
the Great Plains and the greater American
West included James J. Hill of the Great
Northern Railway; Charles Elliott Perkins
of the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy
Railroad and the Burlington and Missouri
River Railroad in Nebraska; Cyrus K. Holliday
of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe; and E.
H. Harriman, who in association with Kuhn,
Loeb and Co. purchased the bankrupt Union
Pacific at auction in Omaha on November 1,
1897, and who subsequently took control of the
Southern Pacific, the Illinois Central, and the
Chicago and Alton. 88 These main lines constitute the larger part of today's rebuilt and prosperous Union Pacific and Burlington Northern
Santa Fe railway systems, almost all of whose
unprofitable branch lines have been abandoned
during the past thirty years. 89
CONCLUSION

This article has briefly outlined how, from
1865 to 1914, the expansion of civil liberties,
industrialization, mechanized agriculture,
steam transport by land and sea, and immigration to the Americas helped make possible the
settlement of the Great Plains. These developments also fostered an unprecedented period of
prosperity and peace in Europe as well as North
America. This great transformation was temporarily halted by World War I and thereafter
retarded by postwar political developments, in
part by congressional restriction of immigration to the United States and to a larger extent
by the triumph in Europe of reactionary political movements that curtailed civil liberties and
discouraged emigration: communism in the
Soviet Union, fascism in Italy, and Nazism in
Germany. Allied victory in World War II led
to Italy's becoming a republic in 1946 and to
American, British, and French occupation and
democratic "reconstruction" of western and
southern Germany. The same victory enabled
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the Soviet Union and its satellites to establish
their rule over all Slavic nations as well as the
homelands of Saxons, Prussians, Hungarians,
and Romanians, a rule that endured until the
collapse of these "People's Republics" in the fall
of 1989 and of the Soviet Union itself in 1991.
Furthermore, ever since 1918, the prosperity
of the Great Plains states has continued to be
tied to that of broader American, European,
and world markets in good times as well as in
periods of financial panic or economic depression. These began with the worldwide agriculture depression during the 1920s and the Great
Depression of 1929-38, and continued through
the oil embargo and recessions of the early
1970s and 1980s, the dot. com bust of 2001, and
the Great Recession of 2007-10.
To a great extent, mass immigration from
continental Europe facilitated the settlement
and prosperity of the Great Plains states from
1865 to 1914. But this rapid transformation of
a semiarid and heretofore sparsely inhabited
region into one of thriving cities and farms
cannot be adequately understood apart from
contemporary political, educational, economic, and technological developments in
Europe. Furthermore, in an even broader sense,
an appreciation of world as well as European
and American history is essential to our
understanding of the past and present of Great
Plains states and of the diverse origins of their
citizens.
NOTES

1. I presented an earlier, abbreviated version
of this paper, entitled "Immigration to the Great
Plains, 1865-1914: War, Politics, Technology, and
Economic Development," on March 10, 2010, as a
Paul Olson Seminar at the Center for Great Plains
Studies at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. On
April 9, 2010, I read a revised and shortened version
of this paper at the Center's symposium devoted
to "Czech and Slovak Americans: International
Perspectives from the Great Plains."
2. Jacob Burckhardt, The Civilization of the
Renaissance in Italy, trans. S. G. C. Middlemore
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1929), 21.
3. Although the United States is the oldest of
the large republics of the world and the only one
whose longevity approaches half that of the ancient
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Roman Republic, historians of Europe and Asiaand especially those of the ancient and medieval
worlds-are accustomed to studying developments
through much longer periods of time than is typically the case for historians of the United States.
The latter's areas of specialization tend to be more
restricted in time and subject matter, though not
necessarily in geographical extent, as is evident
in the enormous size of North America and in the
current enthusiasm for studying Atlantic history.
Moreover, because historians of the United States
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American history as immigration, commerce, and
foreign policy.
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Fall 2011: new online university classes about the Great Plains
Great Plains Studies 377: Women of the Great Plains
Who is a woman of the Great Plains? Such a question frequently conjures up an inaccurately conventional
image of a female with specific characteristics regarding her race, class, ethnicity, and religion as well as
the place and time in which she lived. This 3-credit online course examines gender throughout time and
space in the American and Canadian Great Plains. Various disciplines-such as anthropology, geography,
and history-inform explorations of gender in relation to topics such as the environment, popular culture,
and violence.

Great Plains Studies 378: Cultural Encounters on the Great Plains
This is a 3-credit online upper-division interdisciplinary course focusing on the interaction of the diverse
cultures that have immigrated and migrated to the Great Plains. We will study instances of first contact
between Native people and European cultures, the movement west by Euro-American and non-European
cultures, and post-settlement intercultural relations. Additionally, we will examine the impact of contemporary cultural contact among the diverse people of the Plains.
For more information about these courses, contact:
Dr. Charles A. Braithwaite
Center for Great Plains Studies, University of Nebraska-Lincoln,
1155 QStreet, Room 504, Lincoln, NE 68588-0245
Tel.: (402) 472-6178; fax: (402) 472-0463; e-mail: cbraithwaite2@unl.edu
Undergraduate Major in Great Plains Studies website:

http://www.unl.edu/plains/academics/undergrad.html

